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About Us

Welcome to the Best Matrimonial Matching world of vivahmangal.com one of the most frequently

visited and highly preferred matrimonial site. Providing a wide database of profiles, we are vastly

known for the perfect matchmakings, handy navigation and commendable services. With the help of

our unique quality services, we have been able to establish ourselves among the foremost players in

the field of Matrimonial Service. So feel free to search for prospective bride or groom on the basis of

mother tongue, country, religion, caste, occupation etc. from the Large database of profiles.

VivahMangal.com is one of the foremost and graphic Indian Matrimonial Site, providing wide

database of thousands of prospective brides and grooms profiles. Due to the optimistic and

serviceable approach of its talented and dedicated professionals, vivahmangal.com has successfully

build a vast list of satisfied clients across the boundaries. Its benchmark is thousands of hits per day

which is incessantly increasing day by day and that too at a tremendous rate.

In order to expand our growth further, our team of dedicated and proficient professionals has brought

innovative technologies, improved user friendly navigation and cooperative approach in our day to

day functioning. We use some of the ultra-modern and commendable technologies to facilitate

efficient as well as agile search. Furthermore all the necessary steps are taken in order to ensure that

the searches result in...
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Vivah Mangal
Contact Person: Rahul 

281,First Floor, Veer Nagar, 
Meerut - 250002, Uttar Pradesh, India
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